Mammalian artificial chromosomes: A review.
A mammalian artificial chromosome (MAC) may be assembled through the juxtapposition of three kinds of DNA elements: a centromere, several DNA replication origins, and two telomeric repeats. The resulting structure should be able to carry and express one or more selected genes (transgenes), introduced for specific purposes. The minimal length is unknown, but may be of several Mb.Of its basic elements, the telomeres may present lesser problems, in view of their simple composition and organization. Centromeres could be an issue, given their many unknowns. Mammalian DNA replication origins are at present poorly characterized, but it is expected that at least one may be contained within the MAC components, especially the transgene. Their overall assembly may require a combination of in vivo and in vitro approaches.A promising strategy aims at constructing two telomeric arms of a MAC, one of which may include the transgene. The two novel arms could acquire a functional centromere through recombination with the two arms of a resident chromosome. Alternatively, if the two telomeric constructs are also endowed with properly placed and oriented centromeric sequences, a centromere may be rescued in vivo by homologous recombination with the external parts of the centromere of the resident chromosome. Positive selection for the artificial arms and counterselection against the resident arms should facilitate the assembly process.The assembly of such construct would not change the ploidy number of the host cell. After loading of a transgene, however, the resulting MAC may be isolated and transferred into an expression cell, where it may represent a novel chromosomal element. In this case untoward effects to the host cell may derive from an ensuing dosage effect for the transgene(s) rather than from the presence of a MAC per se.A MAC may contribute to a deeper understanding of the structural requirements for chromosomal function and evolution as well as the mechanism of chromatin formation. It should also help in the development of second generation vectors for transfer of Mb-long DNA sequences, as required for properly regulated mammalian gene function as well as, possibly, for therapy.